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X•Aware Premises
by X-Sensor Technologies

X•Aware provides you with an extra layer of 
preventive + proactive protection around your 
premises.

With the unlimited availability of information on the internet and social 

media, individuals who’s addresses were previously unknown are now 

easily accessible and are at an increased risk if necessary precautions

are not implemented.

This is where X•Aware comes in, a Plug & Play + User-friendly addition 

to traditional security.
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Remote 24/7 Surveillance + Security

Are you aware of what is happening around your premises, 24/7 ?

When it comes to property perimeter protection, estate owners have many options to 

choose from. Nevertheless, receiving preemptive alerts based on automatic threat 

detection and risk analytics can prevent potentially life-threatening situations.

X•Aware is designed to also equip your vehicles, offices, yachts and parking garages 

to enable your security team to recognize patterns even faster.

Prevent camera blindspots around your premises, and prevent information from being 

lost during security staff’s shift changes. Instead X•Aware helps you increase your 

security staff’s real-time situational awareness.

Increase your intelligence to preventively identify and proactively respond to 

impending intrusions or assaults.

X•Aware - a smart comprehensive sniffer that automatically 
transmits alerts when Patterns of Life deviate.
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Providing a 360 degree Situational Awareness

Enhance the visual of ‘invisible’ suspicious activity with X•Aware: an addition to 

traditional security by monitoring the invisible radio frequency spectrum and collecting 

invisible attributes which are constantly transmitted by every type of device equipped 

with wireless transmission components.

Such as: Vehicle infotainment, Vehicle e-calling system, Vehicle GPS, Smartphones, 

Headsets, Earpods, Smart watches, wearables, cameras and so on.

Basically everything that everyone carries with them these days.

By detecting both visible and invisible patterns, the X•Aware provides your officers with 

extensive real-time situational awareness.

Within the user-friendly AI-architecture dashboard, preventive alerts can be configured 

based on automatic correlations, risk classifications, pattern recognition or other 

settings. The dashboard has been developed in such a way that it minimizes false 

alarms and alerts security staff only when absolutely necessary.

Contact us for a live demonstration of the AI-architecture smart Dashboard.
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Designed to keep you, and your loved ones you safe.

We understand that your home is a place to relax and unwind. X•Aware is low profile, 

compact, plug & play, easy to set-up. We can help design a plan for your high-net-

worth home or property to be secure and even be discreet so nothing can ruin your 

assets. Let us discuss and review your need to protect the assets you own.

X•Aware is also available for Plug & Play installation or portable deployment at 

entrances of offices, office spaces, schools, campuses, playgrounds, and so on.

Contact us for more information about X•Aware Premises.
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